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LAND ADVENTURES BUCKET LIST
90. Go Hiking in the Rainforest: There are rainforests
with extraordinary flora and fauna all over the world. You
can go hiking in the rainforests of Panama, Costa Rica,
Maui, Honolulu, Borneo, and so on.
91. Go Fire Walking. Walk barefoot over a bed of hot
embers or stones. This is a popular activity in
motivational seminars.
92. Ride a Mechanical Bull. Mechanical bulls were
originally intended for rodeo competitors in training, but
now you can readily find them in bars and restaurants.
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93. Race a Sports Car. This can include stock car racing--which is primarily raced on oval
tracks--, drag racing--where the objective is to complete a given straight-line distance--, offroad racing, and so on. Or, you might prefer to ride as a passenger.
94. Participate in the Gumball 3000. The Gumball3000 is an annual British 3,000-mile
international road rally which takes place on public roads, with a different route around the
world each year.
95. Participate in The Rickshaw Run. Take part in a 5000km
journey across India's gnarliest roads in a rickshaw.
96. Try Indoor Climbing. Indoor climbing walls are
artificially-constructed walls attached with holds that mimic
actual mountain walls.
97. Go Rock Climbing. Rock climbing has been described as
mountaineering, combined with strength training, yoga, and
summit fever. It requires balance, strength, and flexibility.
98. Go Bouldering. Bouldering is an offshoot of traditional
rock climbing; it’s concentrated on climbing challenges under
10 feet in height.
99. Rappel into a Sinkhole. A sinkhole is where the ground
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has caved into an underlying cave, forming a huge hole in the
ground. Rappelling into a sinkhole involves hiking to the edge
of the sinkhole until you get to the rappelling point. You then use a system of rappelling
ropes to descend to the basin below.

